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Abstract
Controversy surrounds the remnant-preserving anterior cruciate ligament surgery. Advantages of remnant preservation have been reported in
regard to better healing and knee function, although no consensus has been reached. This review article discussed the value and meaning of
anterior cruciate ligament remnant preservation in several sections such as effects on healing, remnant classification, biomechanical evaluation,
relation to proprioception, animal studies, and clinical studies. We hope that this review will facilitate further discussion and investigation for
better treatment of anterior cruciate ligament injuries. So far, the current reviews have not provided sufficient scientific evidence to support the
value of preserving the remnant.
© 2016, Asia Pacific Knee, Arthroscopy and Sports Medicine Society. Published by Elsevier (Singapore) Pte Ltd. This is an open access article
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Introduction

Ligament surgeons wish to achieve a better clinical
outcome after anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction.
ACL reconstruction, a tendon graft surgery, is a gold standard
treatment method for athletic patients who suffer from ACL
insufficiency due to injury. Prolonged ACL insufficiency
causes decreased athletic abilities, with repeated giving ways
or fear of returning to original sports completely. In the long
term, ACL injured knees develop arthritic changes combined
with decreased meniscus function and articular cartilage
injury. By contrast, athletic patients wish to return to sports as
early as possible with higher performance, as possible after
ACL reconstruction. Therefore, the healing process after ACL
reconstruction should be accelerated as much as possible.
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ACL surgeons have remaining unanswered questions
regarding the ACL remnant and its handling. With ACL
treatment history, proprioceptive function of the remnant
was the focus in the earlier phase. A wide range of research
has been conducted not only on surgical techniques for the
remnant-preserving ACL reconstruction, but also on
remnant cells for accelerating the healing process of the
injured ACL.

How does one treat the ACL remnant? In this review
article, in order to answer this question, we searched for
articles in PubMed, with the keywords “anterior cruciate
ligament” and “remnant,” from 2000 to June 2016. The
search hit 157 titles. Forty-three articles were selected for
replying to the question content. Another article before 2000
was added to reinforce the historical research direction.
Secondary search for the comparative study between
remnant-preserving and remnant-non-preserving surgeries
found additional two articles. The authors attempted to
answer each question accordingly. For the remaining ques-
tions, the authors included additional comments and ques-
tions for each issue.
ublished by Elsevier (Singapore) Pte Ltd. This is an open access article under
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ACL healing process after injury

Murray et al1 investigated the histology of injured ACL
remnant tissues from operated cases. It was believed that the
ACL had poor healing potential once injured; however, it was
later reported that the ACL remnant also has healing potential
and accomplished a similar healing process as other soft tis-
sues. However, the report pointed out the concern that a layer
of synovial tissue over the injured surface may disturb repair
of the ligament. Contractile a-smooth muscle actin, which
differentiates into myofibroblasts, causes lack of healing of the
ruptured ACL. They suspected that contractile a-smooth
muscle actin differentiates into myofibroblasts and causes lack
of healing of the ruptured ACL.1 In another recent report
regarding remnant healing, the ACL remnant that reattached to
posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) was investigated focusing
on a-smooth muscle actin and collagen Type 3. The results
showed disorganized fibres with no definite direction and high
collagen Type 3 expression.2 Previous findings suggest that
proper mechanical stimulation to the remnant will be neces-
sary for maturation and for obtaining higher function of the
remnant. It remains unknown if the functional recovery of the
remnant contributes to better knee joint function.

It is not very surprising on a small scale that injured ACL
tissue requires the same healing process as other soft tissues.
The real problems of the injured and reconstructed ACLs are
the mechanical strength and anatomical healing. In our clinical
experience, it is very rare to apply primary repair to an injured
ACL (Figure 1).

Classification and significance of ACL remnant

Crain et al3 described and classified the ACL remnant into
four types, and investigated the mechanical contribution of
anterioreposterior laxity after removal of the remnant based
on the type. They found that the remnant reattached to the
notch wall had the highest contribution to the ante-
rioreposterior translation evaluated by the KT-1000. Since
publication, Crain et al's3 classification of the ACL remnant
has been used as a standard. Remnant morphology of the
ACL bundles after injury was assessed with three-
dimensional computed tomography. The study demonstrates
that the morphological patterns of the ACL remnants on
three-dimensional computed tomography were well matched
with arthroscopic findings without probing.4 Oblique coronal
and oblique sagittal magnetic resonance images have been
recommended to evaluate ACL remnant tissue. Orthogonal
sagittal and oblique coronal images could reveal the
morphology better than other images.5

The authors observe the femoral attachment of the ACL
without any removal of the tissue behind the remnant using a
30� scope through the anteromedial portal. The ACL remnant
after rupture remains as synovial and adipose scar tissues,
which clearly indicates the original footprint, especially in the
posterior part of the original ACL6 (Figure 2). Scoring of
femoral ACL attachment with 90� flexion position behind the
remnant. The probing on the anterior surface of ACL scar was
very important to evaluate the integrity of the front side of the
attachment. Femoral attachment of the ruptured ACL was
evaluated by five categories (each 0e2) with 10 points as full
marks. Direct insertion integrity: two points were given when
more than two-thirds of the ligamentous attachment remained,
and zero point when less than one-third remained at each third.
The direct insertion was evaluated in each one-third portion as
proximal, middle and distal. Fibrous extension integrity: two
points were given when the fan-like fibrous extension was
observed in more than half of the articular surface, and zero
point when the fibrous extension was not observed. Synovitis
severity: two points were given when only yellow and thin
synovial tissue covered the behind-remnant area, and zero
point to the severe synovitis as a finger-like proliferation. One
point was given between 0 and 2 in each category.6 The score
of the remaining attachment area showed a positive correlation
with the preoperative instability and meniscus status
(Figure 3).

Biomechanical evaluation of ACL remnant tissue

Nakamae et al7 evaluated anterioreposterior knee laxity
using a navigation system to compare pre- and postremoval
of ACL remnant tissue. They found that ACL remnants
contributed to anterioreposterior knee laxity evaluated at 30�

knee flexion for up to 1 year after injury. Biomechanical
function of ACL remnants was relatively preserved up to 1
year after initial injury. However, the ACL remnant did not
contribute to preserving rotational stability. Crain et al's3

classification was not useful in predicting ACL remnants'
contribution to knee stability.8 Nakase et al9 also found that
anterior laxity increased after Crain Type 3 remnant was
removed using a navigation system during surgery. Nagai
et al10 tested anterolateral rotatory instability pre- and post-
removal of the ACL remnant using their three-dimensional
electromagnetic measurement system. They found that
ACL remnants attached to the lateral wall of the inter-
condylar notch partially contributed to anterioreposterior
stability, but did not contribute to preserving rotational knee
stability.

From the previous studies, remnant tissue has contributed
to anterioreposterior knee laxity in some cases, but not to
rotational stability. Moreover, it is questionable whether such
remnant tissue can be utilized to reinforce graft tissue me-
chanically during ACL reconstruction.

Significance of ACL remnant preservation and
proprioception of the knee

It is well known that many mechanoreceptors are distrib-
uted in the ACL tissue and remnant tissue contributes to
proprioceptive function of the knee.11,12 Mechanoreceptors
exist not only in the intact ACL, but also in injured and even in
reconstructed ones. Georgoulis et al13 reported the existence of
mechanoreceptors in the ACL remnant 3 years after a rupture
that attached to the PCL. Normal mechanoreceptors and pro-
prioceptive fibres were positively stained with a monoclonal



Figure 1. A 43-year-old male got his right ACL injured 6 years before during a baseball game. Locking sensation of the right knee began 2 years later after the

initial injury. He had his right knee locked and needed arthroscopic surgery eventually. Preoperative MRI suggested a locked lateral meniscus and an injured ACL

with well-preserved configuration. (A) The white arrow indicates the locked lateral meniscus. (B) Arthroscopic observation found an injured ACL with well-

preserved volume. (C) The red arrow suggests the centre of the injured site is around the femoral side of the midsubstance. (D) Arthroscopic view of the

femoral insertion from behind the remnant demonstrates well-preserved fibrous extension of the injured ACL. The authors think that the case in which an ACL

repair is included as the surgeon's strategy for managing ACL injury in the acute phase would be similar to the case presented in this figure. However, since the

authors think that ACL repair is functionally and mechanically inferior to reconstructive surgery, the case underwent a double-bundle reconstruction of the authors'
standard surgery. ACL¼ anterior cruciate ligament; MRI¼magnetic resonance imaging.

Figure 2. (A) The injured ACL volume seems approximately one-third of the original one. (B) In femoral insertion, synovial and adipose proliferation indicates the

injured portion, which delineates the normal fibrous extension (dotted line). ACL¼ anterior cruciate ligament.
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antibody for neurofilament protein in approximately 50% of
ACL remnants.14 They also indicated differences among
mechanoreceptors in healthy and injured ACLs and their
clinical importance.15 Lee et al16 found mechanoreceptors in
about one-third of their ACL remnants, which was less
frequent than predicted. A morphologic and quantitative study
of mechanoreceptors in the remnant stump of the human
ACL suggests that the time from injury to surgery (log10



Figure 3. (A) Frontal view of the injured ACL. (B) Probing clearly indicates laxity of the injured ACL. (C and D) Proximal, middle and distal portions of the direct

insertion are scored as 2, 1, and 0, respectively. The fibrous extension is half preserved and pointed as 1. Little inflammatory synovial proliferation is found and

pointed as 2. The number of total points is 6 in this case. ACL¼ anterior cruciate ligament.
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days) was negatively correlated with the number of total
mechanoreceptors.17

Mechanoreceptors exist definitively in normal, injured,
and grafted ACLs. However, the percentage of existence in
injured and grafted ACLs is less than 100% and negatively
correlated with the time from injury. Mechanoreceptors
appear morphologically abnormal in the remnant and grafted
tendons. Therefore, remnant-preserving surgery might be
performed in an early phase after injury to maximize the
remnant function reinforcing ACL reconstruction. Research
regarding mechanoreceptor regeneration and its function in
ACL reconstructed knees is still lacking.

Animal studies evaluating significance of remnant-
preserving ACL surgery

Animal models have been used to evaluate the significance
and meaning of remnant-preserving ACL reconstruction. Sun
et al18 reported that reconstructed ACL in the 2-mm long tibial
remnant group was mechanically stronger than that without
any remnant tissue in a rabbit model. The same authors indi-
cated significantly increased vascularity of the remnant-
preserving group compared with that of the remnant debride
group. The mechanical strength of the remnant-preserving
group was higher even at 24 weeks after surgery.19 Song
et al20 could not find any significance in an acute recon-
struction model with and without remnant preservation.
Takahashi et al21 mechanically investigated the significance of
remnant-preserving ACL reconstruction using a sheep model
until 12 weeks. Preservation of the ACL remnant tissue
enhanced cell proliferation, revascularization, and regenera-
tion of proprioceptive organs in the reconstructed ACL. The
remnant-preserving group also showed reduced anterior knee
translation. Contrarily, remnant preservation did not improve
the structural properties of the graft.

Several animal models succeeded in demonstrating the
significance of remnant-preserving surgery. Basic questions
exist in that animal ACL reconstruction models were failure
models. Is accelerated tissue healing advantageous to graft
strength? It is still not clear whether the advantages of
remnant-preserving technique are from high volume of graft
tissue or biologic effects on tendon healing, or both, or neither.

Remnant-preserving ACL reconstruction
Arthroscopic findings of remnant footprint applied to
remnant-preserving operative methods
The authors proposed a behind-remnant approach to
observe the femoral footprint of the original ACL from the
anteromedial portal without any debridement of the ruptured
ACL tissue. The fibrous and synovial remnant tissues enable
surgeons to image the shape and area of the original femoral
footprint clearly. With this observation technique, ACL sur-
geons could identify the footprint to create the femoral tunnel
anatomically without any debridement of the remnant22



Figure 4. (A) Frontal view of the injured ACL. (B) A view of the injured ACL from behind the remnant indicates the injured portion of the femoral attachment

clearly. (C) Femoral guide position of the posterolateral bundle. (D) Femoral guide position of the anteromedial bundle. ACL¼ anterior cruciate ligament.
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(Figure 4). Sutter et al23 reported that the arthroscopic tech-
nique with a minimum amount of remnant debridement en-
ables ACL surgeons to perform more accurate femoral
placement. They visualized the existing footprint directly from
the anteromedial portal combined with outside-in drilling.
Clinical outcomes and significance
Kondo et al24 reported that remnant preservation in
anatomic double-bundle ACL reconstruction did not signifi-
cantly improve subjective and functional results in short-term
evaluation. They found that the degree of initial graft coverage
significantly affected postoperative knee stability. The study
did not eliminate the important selection bias of cases with
well-preserved remnant from those with not-well-preserved
remnant. A randomized clinical trial for remnant-preserving
surgery has been reported to investigate the effect of
remnant preservation on tibial tunnel enlargement in a single-
bundle ACL reconstruction technique using a hamstring
autograft. Remnant preservation in ACL reconstruction can
resist tibial tunnel enlargement, but this technique does not
affect the short-term clinical outcome of ACL reconstruc-
tion.25 Another randomized clinical trial was performed with
an allograft. The study showed that remnant preservation ACL
reconstruction using an allograft had no evident advantages in
clinical short-term outcome, with regard to stability, synovial
coverage, and proprioception recovery, over the standard
technique.26 Lu et al27 performed a prospective clinical study
to compare two femoral tunnel creating methods, that is, based
on bony landmarks versus existing footprint, during a double-
bundle anatomic reconstruction. Double-bundle ACL recon-
struction using the existing footprint remnant for tunnel
placement demonstrated better functional results with respect
to faster range of knee motion recovery, higher subjective
outcome scores, and better arthroscopic second look with no
revision cases at 2-year follow-up.
Second-look findings and clinical outcome after
remnant-preserving technique
Based on the series of 66 consecutive patients who under-
went second-look arthroscopy after remnant-preserving ACL
reconstruction, cases with 50% or more preserved remnant
showed thicker graft tissue with better synovial coverage.28 An
arthroscopic second-look study has been performed to evaluate
the effect of remnant preservation on the ACL graft using a
bone-patellar bone-bone allograft. Fifty-one patients with a
single-bundle allograft were involved in the study. The results
suggested that Crain Type 3 and 4 ACL remnants demon-
strated poorer synovial coverage.29 Another study indicated
that second-look arthroscopy demonstrated better synovial
coverage of the graft after remnant-preserving and retension-
ing ACL reconstruction.30
Other effects and remaining questions
Ahn et al31 reported an ACL reconstruction technique using
remnant preservation and femoral tensioning. They found
cyclops-like mass lesions in 12 cases; however, the mass did
not cause any knee pain or extension deficit. Another analysis



Table 1

Summary of six comparative studies investigating differences between a remnant-preserving and a standard technique.

Study

reference

no.

publication

year

Study design Study period:

(remnant;

control)

Remnant

recruited (male,

female)

Control

recruited (male;

female)

Age (y)

(remnant/

control)

Remnant

control

involved

Follow-up Graft

material

Reconstruction

method

Outcome

measures

Clinical

measure ts

MRI or

radiographic

evaluation

Second-look

evaluation

Clinical

evaluation

Conclusion

Gohil

et al38
2007 RCT Not listed R: 24 (14, 10)

C: 25 (13, 12)

R: 30.5

C: 35.5

R: 24

C: 25

1 y Auto;

hamstring

SB quadrupled

hamstring

MRI (3 time

points of 2 mo,

6 mo, 12 mo);

clinical

assessment

KT-1000

IKDC

evaluatio

Remnant: earlier

revascularization

of midsubstance

at 2 mo;

signal reduction

at 6 mo

No difference of

cyclops

No differences

in

IKDC scores,

ROM,

KT

measurements

Earlier

revascularization

at 2 mo; no

evidence of

earlier recovery

of the graft

strength

Ahn

et al39
2010 Retrospective

comparative

cohort study

R: 07/2007

e12/2008,

C: 09/200

e08/2005

R: 35

C: 6

R:29.2

C: not listed

R: 41

C: 41
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hamstring
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hamstring

MRI (1 time

point of

6 mo; 5
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Cha
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2012 Retrospective
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02/2007e8/

2008; 05/2004
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R: 100 (85, 15)

C: 36 (31, 5)

R: 31.9

C: 27.6

MRI/

pathology

R: 100/4

C: 36/20
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d postop
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MRI; pathology Graft lesion

score (0, 1, 2, 3

¼ cyclops):

R (4%, 60%,

2%, 7%),

C (3%, 50%,

39%, 8%) (ns)

Cyclops (þ, e):

R (12%, 88%),

C (15%, 85%)

(ns)

The prevalence

of cyclops

lesions was not

different

Hong

et al25
2012 RCT 08/2008e04/

2010

R: 45 (33, 12)

C: 45 (34, 11)

R: 34

C: 28

Clinical/

second look

R: 39/28

C: 41/28

R: 25.8

C: 25.5

Allo SB quadrupled

hamstring

Clinical, second

look,
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Manual ty

tests

KT-1000
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proprioc on

evaluatio

(passive le)
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Lysholm 99,
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Lysholm 95,
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A short-term

study showed no

evident

advantages

Zhang

et al26
2014 RCT 2006e2009 R: 31

C: 31

R: 24

C: 25

R: 27 (21/6)

C: 24(19/5)

R: 24.4

C: 25.2

Auto;

hamstring

SB quadrupled

hamstring

Clinical,

radiographic

KT-1000

Lysholm

R: KT 1.4,

Lysholm 93

C: KT 1.7,

Lysholm 91 (ns)

Remnant

preservation

may decrease

tunnel

enlargement.

They do not

affect the short-

term clinical

outcome
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of cyclops lesions after different ACL reconstructions was
performed with a comparison of the single-bundle and
remnant bundle preservation techniques. One hundred
consecutive patients operated on with the remnant-preserving
technique were compared with 36 consecutive control patients
with the single-bundle technique. The prevalence of a cyclops
lesion was similar in both groups with postoperative magnetic
resonance imaging evaluation.32

It has been reported that remnant-preserving surgery has
advantages to reduce the graft rupture rate, based on the
retrospective study of 218 patients. Preserving the remnant
tissue of the ACL may facilitate recovery of function and
decrease graft rupture after primary reconstruction.33
Review and meta-analysis with respect to the outcome of
remnant-preserving technique
There have been several review studies regarding the effi-
cacy of remnant-preserving ACL reconstruction. The assess-
ment methods included proprioception, vascularization, and
ligamentization. The results did not lead to firm evidence that
preservation of the remnant confers clinically relevant ad-
vantages over its excision.

The possible advantages suggested in experimental studies
are still not supported by clinical findings on the basis of a
literature search. The conclusion of the review paper was that
it is necessary to find a more direct way to assess proprio-
ceptive function after ACL reconstruction and to appropriately
conduct powered and rigorously prospective randomized
double-blind studies, comparing the clinical outcomes of
excising the remnant and leaving the remnant in situ.34

A systematic review showed significant postoperative im-
provements in patients undergoing remnant-preserving ACL
reconstructions in all the studies. However, further compari-
sons between remnant-preserving ACL reconstruction and
standard ACL reconstruction showed inconsistent results in
seven comparative studies, with six reporting equivalent
postoperative clinical outcomes between groups. No signifi-
cant difference was found in the rate of total complications
between groups.35

The current evidence from another systematic review sug-
gests that short-term clinical outcomes of patients with the
remnant augmentation technique are comparable with those of
patients undergoing the standard technique, although it is
insufficient to justify the remnant-preserving augmentation as
a routine treatment for ACL ruptures.36 A literature search of
randomized controlled clinical trials was performed comparing
the clinical outcomes and complications of ACL reconstruction
with remnant-preserving and standard single-bundle tech-
niques. Six randomized controlled clinical trial were included,
with a total of 378 patients. The outcome of single-bundle ACL
reconstruction with the remnant-preserving technique is
similar to that with the standard technique in terms of anterior
stability and functional recovery of the knee.37

The authors re-searched the studies that evaluated the dif-
ferences between remnant-preserving and standard surgeries.
The re-search found six articles, four of which investigated the
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difference by magnetic resonance imaging and computed to-
mography image,27,32,38,39 and four conducted clinical
comparative studies.25e27,38 Table 1 shows a summary of the
six articles.

At least the tibial remnant was preserved from the beginning
of the 20-year experience of double-bundle semitendinosus
tendon ACL reconstruction performed by the author. Anterior
laxity has been improved along with the experience; however,
patients' subjective evaluation has not changed much.40 The
authors believe that the remaining remnant volume should be
discussed before discussing the significance and meaning of
the remnant-preserving technique. The preoperative condition
of patients with ACL injuries was different depending upon the
remnant volume. The remnant volume was also weakly
correlated with the postoperative outcome regarding objective
stability and subjective recovery. As remnant tissue reflects the
preoperative condition of the patients; a randomized clinical
trial should be conducted to evaluate the significance and
meaning of the remnant-preserving postoperative outcome
only in patients with sufficient remnant volume.41

ACL remnant-derived cells and their usefulness

Matsumoto et al42 found that ACL femoral tunnels stuffed
using ruptured tissue produced less tunnel enlargement, as
assessed by multidetector CT. The existence of mesenchymal
stem cells (MSCs) in the ACL remnant was also reported by
another research group.43 ACL-derived cells from younger
patients enhanced early boneetendon healing in an immuno-
deficient rat model of ACL reconstruction.44 ACL remnants of
adolescent patients had more CD34þ cells, and those cells had
a higher potential for proliferation and multilineage differen-
tiation in vitro.45 That authors' group also revealed that the
ACL remnant tissue harvested within 3 months after injury
yields higher healing potential, suggesting that early surgical
intervention may achieve better clinical results.46

The series of research from the group suggest that remnant
tissue and cells derived from the remnant would be added as a
new strategy to enhance healing of the ACL graft. Based on
the authors' research in the field of MSCs, there is little doubt
that MSCs exist in the ACL remnant.47 However, with regard
to its clinical application, the potential advantages of remnant-
derived MSCs are questionable. The number of MSCs would
be very limited. There are insufficient biological advantages to
convince surgeons to implement this procedure.

Conclusion

Remnant-preserving ACL reconstruction has higher po-
tential for early healing, superior functional recovery, earlier
return to sports, and lower occurrence of reinjury, although the
scientific evidence to support the potential is not yet sufficient.
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